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BEYOND THE
SINGULAR PURPOSE
ANY BUILDING DESIGNED with a singular, overwhelming purpose, or focus,
tends to be lacking in most other respects. There are many such buildings in this
country, as everywhere. Some of the World Cup stadia come to mind: elegant
constructions which served the one purpose excellently, but now lie unused most
of the time, and therefore dangerous and uneconomical. Or RDP housing, designed
solely for shelter and rapid construction, but wholly inadequate in terms of urban
place or home-making. Or commercial buildings which litter cities and towns, aiming
exclusively at maximum rentable space for least cost: office towers of extruded
banality with no scale or character, shopping malls with blank walls facing blank
tarmac parking grounds, oblivious to their context. Singular solutions to simple
questions, they are all seriously inadequate.
We know that good architecture comes from a powerful synthesis of complex
questions which reflect the intricacy of human life on an infinitely sensitive planet.
Site, urban setting, programme, culture, history, materials, structure, climate,
environmental control, economy, construction process – each consideration, complex
in itself, is important. The difficulty in architecture and the reason for architects’
life-long late nights, is in understanding all the pressures in the situation, searching
for ways to balance them and filtering through the myriad possibilities to find a
way of assembling forms and spaces, structure and materials, that holds everything
together. Only through this can we avoid simplistic technical solutions to human
problems, formal solutions to urban problems, and reductive, utilitarian solutions to
the fascinating and all-embracing process of commercial activity.
It is good to call to mind some memorable commercial places. The bazaars in
Istanbul, grids of spaces, vaulted, covered with banners, open to the sky, taking up
the slope of the land and linking effortlessly into the pattern of streets. The squares
which constitute so much memorable fabric of London were speculative commercial
developments, and so too were the extraordinary sequences of urban spaces planned
by John Nash – from Regent’s Park most of the way to Buckingham Palace. Chicago’s
great streets of early skyscrapers: Le Baron Jenney, Burnham and Root, Holabird
and Roche, Louis Sullivan all battling to find an architecture of human scale for the
office skyscraper.
What joins these disparate examples is that they all transcend the primary
profit motive and they all contribute, even crucially, to the urban whole. There
are numerous contemporary commercial developments which make similar
contributions – for example, Enrico Miralles market in Barcelona, and David Ajaye’s
in Wakefield, and in this country, many projects associated with transportation
interchanges. But the general impression is that there has been a great fall off in the
responsibility being assumed by commercial development in the serious business of
making a fine city. For example, sadly, with all the gigantic investment and design
energy that has gone into taking the great opportunity of Canary Wharf in London,
one finds undistinguished city spaces overwhelmed by huge, banale buildings: not
a patch on the far more modest, but far more powerful, urban spaces of old London.
There seem to be three parts to the decline: a loss of will associated with
developer greed; the huge scale of much contemporary commercial development
which is almost impossible to turn to good urban account; and the absence of
good urban design frameworks which can control greed, limit scale and offer to
architectural designers of commercial buildings great opportunities to contribute to
broad, collective ideas.
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We pay tribute to Johan de Ridder and the significant
contribution he made to the profession.
BY SCHALK W LE ROUX

Land- en landbank, Pretoria, 1966

Gereformeerde Kerk, Parys, Vrystaat, 1955

Binneruim, Gereformeerde Kerk, Lyttleton, 1958

JOHAN DE RIDDER (1927–2013)

hy verantwoordelik vir vele restourasies,
insluitende die huise van Paul Kruger,
MW Pretorius en Totius, asook die
Uniegebou (met TW Baker). Hy was ’n
beginnerslid van die Stigting Simon van
der Stel waarby sy oom, Willem Punt,
betrokke was en het lank as vrywillige lid
op die Raadgewende Stadsbeplannings
en Estetiese Komitees van die Stadsraad
van Pretoria gedien.
Die strewe na ’n waardige en betekenisvolle argitektuur om protestantse
aanbidding te omsluit, het hom na aan
die hart gelê en sy eksperimentering met
’n oplossing kan in opvolgende ontwerpenageloop word. Daar is ’n soeke na
vorm en estetiese uitdrukking van wat
hy as essensieel vir dié geboutipe beskou
het: ’n voortdurende vereenvoudiging in
volume, lyn en vlak en ’n formering wat
herlei is van die wesenlike en simboliese
in die Gereformeerde erediens, binne die
beperkings van beskikbare fondse. Dié
benadering het tot die ontwikkeling van
die sogenaamde dakkerk (‘kappiekerk’)
gelei, die bekendste waarvan is die Gereformeerde Kerk in Parys, Vrystaat (1955).
Om die maksimum voordeel van
die dakruimte te benut is bindbalke
vermy en kapvoetstukke ondergronds
gekoppel. Staalkappe en daklatte is onbeskroomd as funksionele en estetiese
elemente uitgebuit om die binneruim
te artikuleer. Die ontwerp is destyds as
’n gewaagde afwyking van die algemene
plaaslike kerkargitektuur beskou, maar

het ’n simboliek daargestel wat deur verskeie ander argitekte nagevolg is.
De Ridder was kompromisloos oor
drie beginsels – die tydgenootlikheid
van argitektuur, vormgewing na aanleiding van die betekenis van funksie
en bekostigbaarheid. Hulle sou in sy
religieuse en temporale ontwerpe sentraal bly en is moontlik ’n rede hoekom van sy bouwerke die toets van die
tyd weerstaan het. Soos die kerke was
sy woonhuise eweneens gekenmerk
deur die eenvoudige en ekonomiese
aanwending van materiale en ingelig
deur konteks en klimaat. As argitek
het hy die seldsame ondervinding gesmaak dat van sy geboue steeds vir hulle
egtheid in soeke bestudeer en ontleed
word. In 1998 is sy werk verteenwoordig in die uitstalling Blank_: Architecture, Apartheid and After, wat deur
Hilton Judin vir die Nederlands Architectuurinstituut byeengebring is. Van
sy werk is wyd gepubliseer en, na die
einde van sy professionele loopbaan,
ook in erkende vaktydskrifte en meer
populêre Suid-Afrikaanse en internasionale maandblaaie herbesoek en
opnuut beredeneer.

Johan [Johannes] de Ridder is in Pretoria gebore waar hy sy hele lewe gewoon
en gewerk het. Na matriek was hy in
1944, saam met Jan van Wijk, Jack van
Rensburg, Eddie Zikmann, Nic Meyer,
JC Witthuhn, Karel Jooste en Richard
Mönnig, een van die eerste studente van
die nuutgestigte argitektuurskool by die
Universiteit van Pretoria. Onder leiding
van Robert Cole Bowen, Basil South,
Helmut Stauch, Gordon McIntosh en
Norman Eaton, het hy sy studies in 1950
voltooi het. Later het hy ’n somerkursus
in restourasie vir dietssprekendes by die
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam bygewoon.
Na ’n kort tydperk in diens van die
Departement Publieke Werke, het De
Ridder in 1951 ’n praktyk saam met
Jaap Woudstra (1898–1953) gestig. Na
Woudstra se dood het hy dit alleen
voortgesit totdat hy in 1991 uitgetree en
sy seun, Tienie, dit onder dieselfde naam
oorgeneem het. Afgesien van groter
projekte soos die Musiekkonservatorium
en verskeie ander geboue vir die
Noordwes-Universiteit (Potchefstroom),
etlike skole, die distrikshoofkwartier
vir die SAP (met Paulus Visser en
WPJ Labuschagne), die Instituut vir
Elektriese Navorsing vir die WNNR,
die hoofkantoor vir die Land- en
Landboubank, asook enkelkwartiere vir
Korrektiewe Dienste in Pretoria en die
Tregardt-gedenktuin in Maputo, het hy
omtrent 35 kerke ontwerp. Verder was

Sadly we note that Alan
Lipman and Jean Nuttall,
both regular contributors to
this journal, died recently.
Obituaries will appear in
future editions.
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OBITUARY – JOHAN DE RIDDER

The world needs fewer
engineering companies.
Rebranded as Royal HaskoningDHV, SSI Engineers & Environmental Consultants
believes in being more than an engineering company.
Our rebranding to Royal HaskoningDHV ushers in a new class of engineers and
consultants, offering solutions for the sustainable interaction between people and
their environment, ultimately enhancing society together.

www.rhdhv.co.za
www.royalhaskoningdhv.com

CHEM-FREE AQUA
Cost Effective Solutions for Architects, Engineers & Consultants
Chem-Free Aqua is an established and proven provider of solutions designed to tackle today’s water sustainability challenges.
• Established in 2005 by entrepreneurial group of investors with a track record of successfully nurturing early-stage technology.
•Formed to research, develop and bring to the market products that address one of the most
significant global challenges in the 21st Century – the maintenance of adequate supplies of clean drinking water.
•Chem-Free Aqua’s vision is to make homes and businesses water self sufficient.
•Launched greywater treatment system in late 2006.
•Now offers complete treatment and recycling solutions for a range of water intensive applications
–Residential & office buildings
–Remote communities such as resorts, mining camps and correctional facilities
–Vehicle washdown
–Commercial laundries
• Installed 300+ treatment and recycling systems in Australia and internationally.
•Work with regulators, consultants, engineers and developers to create effective customer solutions that maximise water yield and minimise operational costs
without compromising public safety.
•Use technology and know-how to work out how to transform “used” water so it can be recycled for the maximum possible applications.

Visit our website: www.chemfreeaqua.com
Contact us: +2731 309 4177

gkluk@telkomsa.net

PARAGON ARCHITECTS AND
COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE
BY HUGH FRASER

PARAGON ARCHITECTS is a vibrant
practice whose emergence has developed parallel with that of South African democracy. Professionally, it is not
an ‘heirloom practice’, rather one that
evolved over the last 15 years from the
experiences of the two directors, Anthony Orelowitz and Henning Rasmuss.
Their approach to practice has been
defined by their early exposure to the
tough world of commercial architecture.
Anthony began his architectural career with Stauch Vorster, which first exposed him to how rough the profession
can be. This was followed by an MBA
at Wits. After that he went on to work
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 8 |9

for Standard Bank Properties for the
better part of three years, where he put
his newly gained knowledge into practice. ‘At Standard Bank, I learned about
structured finance, how to analyse client
and project risk and the drivers which
would enable successful property developments. I always intended to go back to
architecture, though, so in 1996 I started
the architectural practice that was to become Paragon Architects.’
At university, Henning served as an
intern at Tasso Harzifotiadis, an architect
who was passionate about architecture
and life in general. ‘My days with
Tasso began with coffee and prayer,’ he

remembers. ‘Tasso’s passion permeated
everything he did. He also taught me
that the practice of architecture was
messy and sweaty, and that long nights
weren’t restricted to university.’
Henning also worked as a student
in Duesseldorf and Berlin for two
years during the time of rapid social
development that followed the fall of the
Berlin Wall. After graduating from Wits
in 1994, he spent two valuable years at
Stauch Vorster in Johannesburg, working
on the SAA Head Office. In late 1997,
after a colourful stint of working illegally
in Hong Kong, Henning began working
with Anthony part-time on some of his
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projects. They took to each other, and
what began as a temporary assignment
became permanent in early 1999, when
the pair won a commission in the first
phase of Melrose Arch. This triggered the
founding of Paragon Architects, the core
working partnership that has acquired
or founded seven architecture practices,
five of which are now in business.
Commercial architecture practice is
often viewed with distrust by the profession, and is assessed with a super-critical
disdain. Buildings designed by commercial architects are most often described
for the things they fail to achieve. It is
assumed that commercial practice is, at
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best, compromised and has almost no
depth or meaning. However, Paragon has
managed to shift this negative perception, even while it is working to satisfy
the narrow and demanding requirements
of its clients. The practice has found a
way of value engineering the opportunities it does access, and is now crafting
buildings that contribute substantially to
their total context.
It is perhaps interesting to consider
the work of Paragon as ‘thoroughly contextual’. In order to survive, ‘Commercial
Architects’ have to include in their understanding of ‘Context’ the ever-changing logic of the total building economy,
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the rigour of building for profit, and the
human and communication challenges
of the real deterioration in building skill.
This needs to be mastered with similar
dexterity to the usual ‘contextual material’ that we spend so much time learning
to manipulate at University.

NORTON ROSE TOWERS
Probably their most iconic building is
Norton Rose Towers in Sandton, completed in October 2010. The architecture
and interiors were commissioned to Paragon Group companies. The brief was to
design an office building that challenged
the idea of a rectilinear box. The project
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AFGRI building

proved quite challenging, as the site was
small and came with a 20 storey height
limit. Anthony explains, ‘The first thing
we did was notionally split the building into two towers. This accentuated
the structure’s verticality. Making the
southern tower taller further enhanced
this aspect.
On the north and south facades, three
glass types were utilised. The way in
which the glass was used made it difficult
to distinguish between spandrel and vision areas. On the east and west facades,
long, deep, vertical and horizontal glazing
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 1 0 |1 1

strips were used to cut through the aluminium gables. The use of these devices deconstructed the rhythm and scale
of the facade and in turn enhanced the
almost ‘scale-less’ nature of the building. All of this had to be achieved while
still meeting the building’s very exacting functional requirements and tight
budget constraints.’
According to Anthony, one of the
building’s greatest design challenges
was the integration of the cores and
vertical transportation into the shell of
the building’s organic form. Introducing

a ‘gasket’ into the core allowed the inner
facade to move inwards and outwards
without affecting the building’s
functionality. The Norton Rose project
has proved highly successful and has
transformed Sandton’s skyline. The
building is the cornerstone of a campus
that will include ABSA Capital and
four other new buildings now in both
construction and design phases. On
completion, the campus will deliver an
unprecedented urban space of quality
to the part of Johannesburg that is
Sandton.
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Alexander Forbes

AFGRI HEAD OFFICE, CENTURION
This project provides a fast eye-catching glimpse on the N1 highway in
Centurion, as a catalyst for a new office
park along the fast developing stretch
of highway between Pretoria and Johannesburg. The developer wanted to
raise the design bar in their extensive
commercial portfolio and the tenant
needed to shed an old-fashioned corporate image. Set between a busy highway
and low-key residential housing, careful consideration was given to how the
building would occupy the site. It had to

provide pleasing facades on both sides
without jarring with the aesthetic of
each area, which was solved with a transitional flowing, sculptural form. The
‘soft’ forms of the design distinguish the
building from its hard, semi-industrial
environment and balance the residential architectural elements.
The design features strong references
to Pretoria’s particular history of Brazilian modernism, with two office pavilions
joined by continuous concrete curves
set at distinct angles. Shaded glass lines
also permeate the facades, allowing for

abundant natural light while shielding
the interior from weather and noise. A
second skin of aluminium louvres cover
glass areas where the building is overexposed to the harsh African sun. The
louvres edges form subtle wave-shaped
patterns using simple techniques of
laser cutting and structural offsets.
Office space is elevated on a series
of pilotis, separating it from the corporate lifestyle areas on the ground floor.
Generous use of glass and light creates a
spacious interior for a more comfortable
work environment.

Alexander Forbes

The building is wrapped in a broken
ceramic tile facing or “azulejos quebrados”, popularised by other modernists
such as Santiago Calatrava, creating a
defining architectural statement on the
landscape of Centurion.

ALEXANDER FORBES HEAD OFFICE
/ 11 5 WEST STREET SANDTON
The new headquarters for financial
services company, Alexander Forbes,
is an iconic building opposite the Gautrain Sandton station. With a construction area of 100 000m2 and 38 000m2
rentable space, the project was ground
breaking for Paragon on a number of
fronts. It was the biggest and ‘greenest’
building they have completed with a
number of design strands both new and
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 1 2 |

refined being used. These included
the atria, the transparency and natural
lighting and the sustainability requirements. Paragon Interface, the Paragon
Group’s space planning and interior
architecture business, undertook the
interior design and ensured seamless
communication between base build
and finishes. The conceptual design of
the building drew as its kernel the difficult north-west orientation of the front
facade and the need to adhere to new
energy legislation in South Africa.
The 2400 staff member building
has extensive grey water systems,
passive heating and cooling systems
and high performance glazing with
louvres to shade from the afternoon
sun. The east and west elevations are

characterised by scalloped profiled
zinc sheeting. The design required a
flexible building hence the large floor
plates, punctuated by two atria to
maximise the natural daylight into the
office and atria spaces.
Modelling software was used extensively generate the concrete columns and
much of the interior fit out and also the
8.4m wide cones which float above the
atrium space like giant clouds.
The external areas are xeriscaped
with indigenous low water consumption plants. The work areas are punctuated with colourful breakout spaces
to provide relaxation areas for the staff
with re-cycling facilities to assist with
the change of mindset regarding sustainable office culture.
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INVESTEC REGIONAL HEAD OFFICE,
RIDGESIDE, DURBAN
ARCHITECT: ELPHICK PROOME ARCHITECTS

ARCHITECTS’ NOTES
PROGRAMME

Investec decided to move from their
offices in the former Reserve Bank
building in Durban’s business centre to an
office park in the Umhlanga business
centre. A landmark corner site in
Ridgeside Office Park was selected
with panoramic views over the Indian
Ocean and high visual exposure to
major arterials. The programme was to
provide a premium-grade office with
a sophisticated expression, capturing
an established corporate image and
rendered in high-quality materials.
A building was required that would not
only complement the existing Investec
portfolio of offices around the country,
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 1 6 |1 7

but convey the institution as a leading
international bank.
The spectacular ocean and distant
views across to Durban’s cityscape had a
major influence on informing the arrangement of the office space around public
interface and service spaces. Transparency
is important to Investec and the expressed
desire that all the occupants should experience activity within the building acted as
a powerful design driver.

DESIGN SOLUTION

Overview
The design for this office building is
a simple yet sophisticated solution,
which responds to a complex set of

client expectations. These demands
have been impacted by very defined
and prescriptive planning requirements
and design criteria set by the office
park developer, which made the project
incredibly demanding throughout the
design and construction phases.
Planning controls
Stringent planning restrictions placed on
the development included the position
and height of the building together with
a prescribed colour palette of materials
and glass colour. The extent of on-grade
parking allowed and the treatment of the
basement parking aesthetic were also
defined. All these factors together with a

NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING | MARCH/APRIL 2013
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demand from the bank to conform with
their branded expression significantly influenced the final solution.
Design
The office building is arranged on three
levels over a double-level basement
which extends upslope beyond the
footprint of the offices to form a stepped
landscape framing arrival. Principally, a
four-storey atrium is created as a fulcrum
to the open-plan office floors which wrap
this volume on the two-view sides of the
site. This dramatic cathedral-like glazed
space, together with glass partition
walls within the office spaces and three
prismatic cantilevered meeting pods,

conveys the principle of transparency
desired by the bank.
Sets of escalators display circulation
in the arrival space and generate a
legible energy in the heart of the focal
space. A feature which significantly
distinguishes this building is the
delicate veil of fritted glass suspended
as a screen to the atrium envelope.
Hundreds of fritted, toughened glass
panels, supported on stainless steel
spider fittings, attenuate light ingress
and act as a sunshade to the atrium.
This screen creates a sheer façade
which complements the granite-clad
forms of the building and delivers a
memorable signature.

1 An elevation view looking southeast – a cubic
composition in granite and glass.
2 Atrium view of the reception area showing the
elegant proportion of the linear space.

Workplace
The wellbeing of the clients and the
staff was a particularly important factor to
the bank and has largely influenced the
layout of the building. Occupying most
of the top floor is a client zone which
accommodates auditoriums, meeting
rooms, a lounge, café and terraces. The
entire escalator access arrangement in
the atrium is driven by the need to take
the client on an exclusive journey within
the building.

3

CRITIQUE
BY LARS ADAMS

PETER BUCHANAN wrote an article
about 30 years ago, when High-tech was
emerging with force onto the architectural scene, in which he distinguished
between the British and American methods. The first came out of a fascination
with industrial process originating in
early industrialising Britain where it
reached the extraordinary highpoint in
the Crystal Palace of 1851. In this marvel of early technology, the construction
process, environmental control, the prevention of water penetration, drainage
of stormwater outside and condensation
inside, were all masterfully integrated in
the structural system. Here all the seeds
of the Foster, Piano, Rogers generation
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 1 8 |1 9

were sown for an architecture of technical imagination and jointing elegance.
This was not the Crystal Palace’s only
seed. It was a building which used advanced industrial prowess and its image
to express the power of the host nation.
This expression of power, according to
the article, characterised the second, the
American method, where a dynamic image of technology, rather than a display of
its workings, was used to clothe and represent the corporate world.
Elphick Proome’s work appears to lie
somewhere between these two methods.
Their own office building in Westville
and this new Investec building show
that. Both use a combination of strong

form and High-tech image to project
a potent expression of efficiency and
energy. And both use the resolution
of technical challenges to create an
architectural language. In the first, the
simple steel and glass cubic form of the
office expressed as a separate element
from the basement and the wide-eaved
roof, establishes the image, while details
of structural connections in the roof and
eaves, for example, and the diagonal
downpipes linking between split
columns, create tectonic motifs.
The Investec building’s plan is surprisingly loose for such a precise building. But its very irregularity sets up acute
angled corners which bring an extra vig-
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our to its form. This is reinforced firstly
by the reduced detailing in the veil-like
glass sunscreen façades which purify the
form, and secondly in the prominent
south-east façade where the glazed skin
is taken beyond the corner and cut back
at an angle, expressing its lightness and
transparency, and augmenting the form’s
energy. There is no doubt that here, form
considerations take precedent over tectonic ideas. However, the refined variations in the screens on the northern side
and the detailing in roof and pergola to
the south, show the dual method at work.
There is another intention in both these
buildings, which was not in the High-tech
solutions Buchanan was looking at: a con-

nection with place. If the shiny, spiralling
Helmut Jahn tower in Durban and the
triangulated ‘cucumber’ of Foster in London may be taken as examples of the two
types he described, what joins them, apart
from their engagement with new technology, is their disconnection from place.
Both could be anywhere.
The Investec building, like the
Elphick Proome office, by contrast
makes a number of strong connections
with its site and climatic zone. If the
loose plan form settles comfortably into
the site shape, the section, dug in at the
southern end and stepping up the hill
northwards, shows a close integration
with site. Simple, yet responsive, it sets

3 Corner of the building with balconies enjoying
views towards Umhlanga central.
4 The corner of the building heralding
entrance into Ridgeside Office Park – a
dynamic juxtaposition of roof, angular facades
and granite solidity.

out a number of very positive qualities:
a reduced impact of the double-level
basement car park; stepped covered
parking with natural light at the steps; a
stepped outside parking area, reducing
its scale; wide balconies at the top-floor
level affording views over the city and
the sea; the tall entrance space along
the north side, making a social interface
between the public car park and the
private working areas of the building.

5
7

The handling of the façades also
points to intentions that go beyond making an emphatic technological image. For
example, as one faces the car parks, one
views a clear three-level, classical vertical
division and a tall gateway form helping
to signify the entrance.
Perhaps the most significant efforts at
place-making, however, lie in the great
entry space and the pervasive quality of
transparency. Both the architects and the
author of the award citation use the terms
‘atrium’ and ‘cathedral’ for the entry
space. Neither, in my view, is appropriate.
What makes this space so successful
is its design as a covered outside space,
a street, public, directional, movementorientated and connected to a number
of different activity spaces which
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 2 0 |
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overlook it rather than the car park.
Its tall dimensions and the movement
up through it establishes a vertical
dimension to the building’s transparency,
while the lightness of all longitudinal
lines of enclosure ensures a horizontal
dimension. The expansive connectivity
projects the atmosphere which Investec
wants, while, as the citation says, it
‘celebrates the aspirations and inspired
success of the people who visit, as well
as those who work within the building’.
It is not surprising then that this work of
architecture is considered by the bank
to be the best building in their global
property portfolio.
A final note. The location of the
building in an office park, essentially a
suburban-planning type, by definition

5 View of the primary space in the building
conveying the office connectivity to the
atrium and the quality of transparency.
6 The corner articulation of the terrace
roof, southeast screen projecting beyond
the enclosure and granite ‘bookend’ of
the staircase.
7 Northern corner of the building highlighting
the entrance canopy and atrium screen
articulation.
8 The north west facade illustrating the
suspended fritted atrium screen and water
feature interfacing the drop off zone.

forces the building to be designed as a
separate object, to be viewed primarily
from cars in streets. How much greater a
contribution to the city the same design
sensibility and expertise could have
made in a properly urban setting.
In 2012, this building received the highest
award of the South African Institute of Architects, the Award of Excellence.
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NEWSPAPER
HOUSE –
CAPE TOWN
ARCHITECT: FABIAN ARCHITECTS
BY ANDRIES SAMUEL
2

Recently completed, the renovation
of Newspaper House in one of the
blocks bordering Greenmarket Square
makes an important contribution to
Cape Town’s historic city centre. After
ceasing on-site printing of its stable of
newspapers in 2011, the building was
sold by its erstwhile owners, Independent Newspapers, to property
developers Ingenuity Property Investments for around R150 million.
The building has been renovated and
the ground floor redeveloped in order to
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 2 2 |2 3

take advantage of the vacated machine
halls by introducing a pedestrian retail
link through the building. Independent
Newspapers continue as a tenant and
the remainder of the upper floors will
function as office space. A team from
Fabian Architects was responsible for the
design and implementation of the work.
The external façades were renovated
and substantial new parking was created
on site. All of this was done within
the framework of a heritage process
constituted in terms of section 34 of the

National Heritage Resources Act and
section 108 of the Cape Town Zoning
Scheme.
Newspaper House falls under the
St George’s Mall precinct. It has been
associated with newspaper production
from the start. The current building grew
piecemeal from humble beginnings,
with the first major portion going up in
the 1920s, built in what has been referred
to as Cape Mediterranean style. Further
enlargements in the same idiom were
made in the 1930s and 1950s when, as
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was the tendency in the city centre, the
holdings expanded to include as much
of the city block as possible. Several old
Cape Dutch houses were demolished to
accomplish this.
Is it not entirely ironic that a building
now requiring heritage protection during
a commercial renovation was itself built
for commercial purposes and displaced
older buildings of significant value?
This paradox typifies the heritage
process and we tend to overlook the bad
practices of the past. However, because

what becomes lost is irreplaceable
and anything can potentially become
valuable enough to protect, much care
needs to be taken. At the same time, the
origin of a building does not disqualify it
from protection, regardless of the past.
It is important to note that the
requirements for a heritage assessment
resulted in a design that managed to
consider the most important aspects of
the context, without further input from
the authorities or other specialists. This
may be problematic in principle, but the

5

1 Burg Street elevation before renovation with
garden court.
2 Site plan showing local context
3 New coffee bar opening to St George’s Mall
4 Lift lobby for office tenants
5 Garden court prior to renovation showing
area where new openings are made.

point here is that full engagement with
heritage requirements led the design
team to ask the questions that generated
the best overall solution.
The originating concept of the
redevelopment resulted from the
developer and architect’s vision – this

6
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was to have a retail space that linked
Greenmarket Square with St George’s
Mall. It is a commercial vision, but it
closely integrates with an analysis of the
historic context of the building. It also
looks more widely at the integrity of the
site and the building and does not limit
itself with the narrower façadism that
is sometimes the case. In fact, Heritage
Western Cape seemed only concerned
with the impact of the redevelopment on
the existing façades.
Firstly, the building is oriented
towards St George’s Mall, once a busy
street before being pedestrianised. The
building turns its back and shoulders
to Greenmarket Square and uses Burg
Street as its service entrance. This means
that the public face of the building is
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 2 4 |2 5
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limited to the pedestrian realm of the
city – note, for instance, the practice of
displaying the day’s news photographs
along St George’s Mall.
Secondly, due to the position of the
Metropolitan Methodist Church and
Burgher Watch House, the Longmarket
Street edge of Greenmarket Square is
not particularly active, in spite of these
two ‘public’ buildings. This reduces the
use of Longmarket Street as a pedestrian
link through the city and has a wider
impact than the immediate environment
of the square.
Thirdly, the Burgher Watch House
has a gem of a small garden courtyard,
serving various functions over the years,
but currently accessible from Burg Street
as a tea garden. This space is a rare

example of the kinds of courtyard spaces
that existed in the city – spaces off the
main streets or links through blocks of
buildings.
These are historical as well as commercial realities, awaiting assignment as
either problem or opportunity, according
to how deeply the design team cares to
engage with them. In this case, the developer and the heritage authorities saw eye
to eye and it was possible for all these realities to be used as ways to improve the
building as well as the city.
The shops along St George’s Mall
were opened to the back to the vacated
machine hall, making it possible to
access and walk through from each of
the bounding streets. The building was
opened up on the side facing the square
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and was also visually opened to look into
the garden court. In most cases, poorly
considered existing shopfronts could be
upgraded to match the materials of the
original building and to open the building
up to the streets much more than it was
before. The essential difference is that
the ground floor changed from industrial
to retail. To the former, people are almost
incidental; to the latter, people become
essential. To complete the ground floor,
a lease was signed with Food Lover’s
Market, a retail concern with great
success at the Foreshore end of the city
centre and one that thrives in a highly
pedestrianised urban environment. The
double-height machine hall – with its
gantries left intact overhead – now serves
to draw people through from the mall to

13
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the square in a way that the theatre of
suburban shopping malls could never
hope to do.
A lost opportunity, though not permanently so, is the potential integration of
the garden courtyard with the pedestrian
mall inside the building. The commercial
realities of ownership comes into play
here, since a public-private partnership
will be needed with provincial authorities to realise this. At the moment there
is a visual link that relieves the pedestrian mall and brings a sense of sky into the
lower part of the building. In future, one
imagines people wandering in through a
garden space and not only busy streets.
Newspaper House now has its feet
more firmly in the city and people
have a more direct relationship with

6 Inside renovated mall looking through new
openings
7 New interior with retained gantry framework
8 Machine hall during renovation
9 Pedestrian mall in renovated machine hall
10 Ground floor plan
11 Section C-C
12 Church Street elevation
13 Section D-D
14 Section B-B

it. The building recalls its origins with
the retention of newspaper workers in
the building, the continued display of
newspaper graphics and its physical
presence as one of the ‘matrons’ along
upper St George’s Mall.
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18 ON CAVENDISH STREET
ARCHITECT: BRUCE BURMEISTER
BY MARY ANNE CONSTABLE
PHOTOGRAPHS JASON BUCH
CLAREMONT’S commercial hub has
been dominated by Cavendish Square,
the illustrious shopping mall, ever
since it was built in 1973. It is an insular
building that takes no cognisance of the
existing landscape outside – ironically
the parking levels have the best views
towards the mountain on the west.
Diagonally opposite on the north-east
side, Bruce Burmeister has designed 18
on Cavendish, a new commercial building
along Cavendish Street. In contrast to
Cavendish Square, this building not
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 2 8 |2 9

only creates well thought-out functional
spaces within, but it also serves its greater
context. This is what architecture is
meant to do: challenging old and setting
new precedents for future growth and
improvement.
18 on Cavendish has led the way
in redefining the commercial context
along the street. ‘The entire building
was a departure,’ says Burmeister.
They needed to apply for re-zoning
of the whole site and the specific
setbacks. Although it was designed as

a stand-alone element, it could quite
comfortably fit into an urban streetscape
that perpetuates a similar consideration
of the street edge. It stands on a narrow
site (only 15m wide) sandwiched
between the Claremont Methodist
Church to the south and an existing sixstorey block of residential flats to the
north. There is no doubt that the latter
makes a fairly hostile edge condition,
whilst the edge facing the church
requires a sensitive consideration of
heritage and aesthetics.

2

3

A visually striking five-storey rectangular vertical shaft, that contains the
main staircase, lift and tiny internal lobby,
anchors the building to the site and creates a locus around which the rest of the
building pivots. ‘I wanted to emphasise
the corner so that the building would be
visually prominent as cars pass by,’ says
Burmeister. Thin horizontal steel rails
are fixed to the south corner of the shaft
which makes allowance for the application of billboards in future. These create
a tension between horizontal and verti-

4

cal, which is part of the main concept that
runs throughout Burmeister’s design.
There is a small parking basement
which is accessed from Cavendish Street,
on top of which are two levels of offices.
A further two levels above these were
originally intended as residential apartments, but have now become commercial. The top two-storey layer is articulated differently to the lower one, in form
and material application. The first two
floors and basement are a solid concrete
frame structure that emphasises the hard

base. The two floors above, which are
built with steel and a lightweight timber
cladding, appear to rise out of the skeleton of the concrete frame structure, as if
the outer skin has been chipped away to
reveal them.
The form of the building also changes
as it steps down by two storeys towards
the back of the site. Narrow setbacks on
each side and balconies provide relief
from the solidity below, as well as opening the internal spaces out towards the
view of the mountain to the north-west.
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1 The south east corner of the building
facing Cavendish. The stairs and lift are
used to emphasise the verticality at
the front. Building increases in height
from the back to the front of the site.
The vertical element at the rear is the
alternative fire escape.
2 Site plan
3 Ground floor plan
4 Second floor plan
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The horizontal roofs ‘float’ over the top of
the structure like raised eyebrows. The
horizontal and vertical elements create
a play between open and closed, heavy
and light, and are expressed in the large,
as well as the intimate details.
Another conceptual decision is the
use of floor-to-ceiling glass windows.
These become walls that are framed by
the geometry of the building’s structure.
Spatially, the services such as the toilets
have been tucked at the back, to allow
for large open-plan offices in the central
part of the building. Although these glass
windows allow for exceptional views
over the mountain and the leafy suburban surroundings, an obvious problem
is sun control. For the large part, the
windows are unshaded except for the
short overhangs of the balconies above
or the roof planes. As beautiful as these
glass windows may be, offices have quite
specific light requirements and most of
the tenants have installed blinds that
are pulled closed on a permanent basis.
This is perhaps a missed opportunity for
designing screen elements that could
have dealt with these issues.
The floor-to-ceiling windows on the
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 3 0 |
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south side of the building work very
well, however, as they create an open and
friendly edge to the church which they
face. This side has also been planted
with trees which, when they reach their
full growth, will provide privacy as well
as a soft edge.
This building is successful in two
ways. Firstly, it has become a prototype
for new commercial developments that
can contribute positively to the upgrade
of the Cavendish Street strip. It creates a
statement, but also turns itself outwards

5 View from the north east corner showing how
the building steps away to the north west.
6 View up the lift shaft from the main entry
– note vertical windows to shaft also offer
views from the lift to Cavenidish Square.

in response to its environment and urban
landscape. Secondly, the building shows
how good design does not have to be a
generic derivative of other contemporary architecture, but can be an honest
response to, and expression of, form and
material that plays around a strong central geometric concept.

1
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NEW SAPS CALL CENTRE BUILDING,
PORT ELIZABETH
ARCHITECTS: THE MATRIX
BY GAVIN MCLACHLAN
THIS RATHER controversial building
has been a while in the making. First
there was the issue of the siting of the
building. For technical reasons, it needed
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 3 4 |3 5

to be located on the brow of the escarpment that runs in a north-westerly direction from the Donkin Reserve towards
Uitenhage. Various alternatives were

considered, the most contentious being
the proposal to locate it in Richmond
Park in Port Elizabeth’s complex historic
core. Fortunately, that option was aban-

4
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Rob Duker

1 250Kl water reservoir forming terrace
to Western façade. 50m communication
tower viewed in background.
2 Cross section
3 First floor plan
4 Second floor plan
5 Ground floor plan
6 Rafter end

doned and a technically suitable site was
found on the escarpment edge in the old
apartheid-era buffer strip between what
was ‘white’ Newton Park and ‘coloured’
Schauderville.
In this context, the site gives visual
prominence to the building, but it is not
well connected to the circulation system
of the surrounding city. Finding how to
get to it is a difficulty that reflects a historically divided city with buffer strips.

By its nature, the complex is a security
zone with strictly controlled access, so
the visually prominent siting with rather
obscure accessibility has its advantages.
The scale of the main bulk of the building is quite considerable and while this
is apparent from a distance, it is not evident from, nor does it seem to impose itself on, the modest, even poor, suburban
surroundings. The building in its location
seems to act as a linking event on the

new road that now connects Schauderville and Newton Park.
A notable feature of the call centre
is the attention given to green issues in
the design of the building. The choice
and use of materials speaks of sensitivity
to sustainability. The consideration given to energy saving and energy generation, as well as the collecting and re-use
of grey water and rainwater, are notable.
This is also a technically demanding

7
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building with a plethora of very specific
technical requirements. Satisfying these
requirements is essential if the complex
is to function successfully as a call centre. One of the technical achievements
of this building is to resolve these demanding requirements and to successfully integrate them with the green
technologies that the architects chose to
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 3 6 |3 7

use. One feels that there is a high degree
of competency in this resolution.
Spatially, the building consists of a
large central atrium which is the main
call centre station. It is entered from the
east side. North and south of the atrium
are solid blocks of accommodation, and
east and west are large glazed edges.
Although these edges are protected

with shading devices and special glass is
used, one must query this from a heatgain perspective. However, the reasons
behind this are the exceptional views
to both sides and the commendable
desire to create a space for the call area
that was connected and not a sealedoff, claustrophobic cell. The call centre
atrium with its airy volume, quality
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14
7 Structural roof
8 Walkway lift detail
9 Block’s B and C upper level bridge links and service platform.
10 Walkway
11 Steel staircase
12 Eastern façade with main entrance. Boardrooms and meeting spaces confined to upper North Eastern Zones of Block’s B and D.
13 South Western edge of Block B service zone.
14 Western buffer zone to internal Call Centre space and related bridge links as internalized shading devices.

of light and connecting views to the
landscape and city beyond is a delightful
space, the antithesis of an artificially lit
and ventilated chamber in the bowels of
an institutional building.
North and south of the call centre
atrium are the two more solid edges
with offices, meeting rooms, training
facilities and host of support spaces

and facilities. They offer protection
from the cold South-Wester and the
hard northern sun. There are highlevel connecting bridges that present
pleasant views into the atrium and
provide essential circulation links.
Overall, there is clarity in the spatial order and hierarchy of the building that reflects an architectural mind. Perhaps the

main achievement here is that a building
complex, which most often would be
just practical and conventional, has been
turned into something of real architectural quality. It has presence, clarity and
order. It is a powerful statement that will
be enjoyed by those who will work in
it. The only real pity is that the general
public will never be able to experience it.
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N G KERK WELKOM-WES:
REFORMING UNITY TEMPLE

PART 2: THE NOBLE ROOM FOR WORSHIP
BY WALTER PETERS & PAUL KOTZE

LIGHTING THE AUDITORIUM
Light is the universal signifier of
religion. At Unity Temple, light enters
the “noble room for worship” through
clerestory windows on all four sides, as
well as the glass skylights between the
“grid of beams” of the ceiling (McCarter,
2005: 83), at Rochester Unitarian church
by way of light towers, and in both there
are no views out at eye-level. WelkomWes has no views out at all and is bathed
in light from atop.
Minnaar explained that it was due
to the disposition of the windows that
in many churches the preacher saw the
parishioners in silhouette, which made
eye contact difficult (Gedenkblad [vii]).
However, besides this practical and
important issue, Uytenbogaardt might
have had another aim in mind.
On the exhibition concomitant with
his Sophia Gray Memorial lecture
delivered in Bloemfontein in August
1990, the panel dedicated to WelkomWesxi explains: “The building explores…
the implications of working within the
constraints of a cube, once this has been
found to be the appropriate form for the
problem. The square plan [46' 0'or 14m]
of the main space requires light in such
a way as to reveal its squareness, while
the structure which gives dimension to
the space follows the same argument in
resolving itself as a cluster of columns on
the four corners”.
Thus, unlike the general level of
lighting at Unity Temple, at WelkomWes light was to reveal the cubic volume
of the auditorium, a priority no different
from that of his mentor at Pennsylvania.
Kahn’s work is characterised by buildings
that are basically geometric in form and
he never ceased to stress that every room
was defined by its natural lighting and
construction. In Kahn’s major spaces,
light penetrates at the edges of the rooms
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 4 0 |4 1
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via monitors, so that the peripheral walls
become strongly illuminated, which
tends to enlarge the space optically while
the structure of the ceiling remains in
darkness, appearing heavier.
Uytenbogaadt followed suit and
supported a flat timber-boarded ceiling
on timber trusses, perhaps drawing on
the precedent of the drafting room at
Wright’s Taliesin Fellowship Complex,
1932 (Fig 12). The trusses span between
the square plates of the eight corner
columns to cover essentially the stalls of
the nave and the seating banks under the
soaring ceiling, thus preparing for direct
illumination from above of the perimeter
of the auditorium, principally the side
aisles, with clerestory monitors above
the roof, much like the light towers at
Rochester.
The east and south galleries were also
given light monitors, identical in concept
yet stretching the full outer perimeter
to reflect light into the space, while
on the western gallery the acoustically
determined raked concrete roof was
shaped to accommodate a full width

clerestory strip window at its apex and
have light fall on the organist, conductor
and choir. Such detailed attention
was given the quality of illumination,
but all through clear glass, perhaps in
acknowledgement of Calvinist austerity.

VENTILATING THE AUDITORIUM
Good lighting and ventilation are
indispensable for human comfort, and
at Welkom-Wes these two requirements
were co-ordinated. Along the cloisters,
fresh air is admitted by way of strip
windows at floor level and, unusually,
by a horizontal plane of pivot windows
bridging the space between the top of
the screen wall of the cloister and the
soffit of the exterior down-stand beam of
the galleries above. On the galleries, the
same beam is modelled externally with a
sill and recess designed as the embouchure
and the air flow is adjustable internally
by way of long and narrow horizontal
wooden shutters in the alignment of the
walls, hinged at the top of the throat,
which is recessed at knee level (Fig 13).
Stale air rises, enabling egress through

ACOUSTICAL TREATMENT OF
THE AUDITORIUM

13

the clerestory windows at the light
scoops on the roofs of the galleries and
the auditorium. These are pivoted and
can be controlled by cables hanging
parallel to the corner columns, with
counterweights in the form of brass
floating balls to cisterns of water closets
filled with sand and polished (Fig 14),

14

Despite construction progress, dissent
persisted, the most contentious being
the direct use of materials. The Kahn
or Brutalist predilection for exposed
concrete and brickwork as the permanent
finish to both exterior and interior was an
extremely bold step for a conservative
congregation to whose sensibilities any

bare material would not appeal. Now
Uytenbogaardt himself had to become
active, he reached for a typewriter and
drafted an impassioned motivation.
The undated missive to the kerkraad
is formal in tone and addressed to
Weleerwaaarde Heer en Broeders (Reverend
Sir and brethren). It reiterates that there
were no preconceived ideas for the
design of the church, “merely the desire
to create a noble space for the individual
and the congregation” (daar was slegs die
begeerte om ’n ruimte te skep waartesxii [sic]
[waardig] van die enkeling en van die hele
gemeente).
“Lighting, building materials and
structure all aim at realising the original
ideal in concert. The ways in which
materials are used stands in direct
relationship with the function to be
performed. This happens in such a way
that every part is indispensable for the
whole”.
The intention was “not to force the
building to be what we [presumably
anyone] would like it to be, but rather
to allow the space to take on its own
form”. Consistently, “if an interior space

12 Taliesin Fellowship Drafting Room, Spring Green, Wisconsin, 1932 (McCarter, 2005: 276)
13 NGK Welkom-Wes. Ventilating the galleries: fresh air access by way of the embouchure band
modelled on the beam and the internal hinged shutter.
14 NGK Welkom-Wes. Ventilating the auditorium: stale air egress through the pivoting clerestory
windows controlled by cables with counterweights of brass floating balls as used in water cisterns,
filled with sand and polished, a detail inspired by the light fittings of Unity Temple.
15 NGK Welkom-Wes. Details of the perforated internal wall in stack-bond (Uytenbogaardt Papers).
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inspired by the spherical light fittings of
Unity Temple.
Of course the airflow can be enhanced
by leaving ajar the large pivot entrance
doors of the narthex as well as the two
doors at the rear of the nave. But, as
the mass of the exterior will absorb
heat continuously during the day, the
environmental performance of the
auditorium is sure to be uncomfortable
at the height of summer and equally so
during winter when no sun can penetrate
the space. Interestingly, however, while
ceiling fans have been installed on the
soffits of the beams to the galleries, no
air conditioning condensers could be
spotted except at the parish office.

requires light and a particular form, it will
of necessity express itself in such manner
on the exterior. In this we have no choice,
this just happens”.
“You might be asking what this has
to do with building material. Precisely
this, every one of the various materials
was tested in advance for its acoustical
absorption qualities, the ash blocks in
the cloister walls and ceiling, as well as
the staircases, furthermore the wire-cut
side of the brick, the texture of the offshutter concrete as it appears etc. All
these materials are porous. If painted
or varnished, the texture would change
immediately, reduce the acoustical
absorption capacity and as a result
prolong the reverberation. Doing this will
irreparably impede the acoustics”.
“Give the church with its original materials the opportunity to answer and ful-

fil the inscription in the narthex ‘To God
be the glory’. Roelef S Uytenbogaardt”.
Although the missive might remind
historians of Alberti’s argument of 1454
“if you alter anything you will spoil all
that harmony”, the argument succeeded
over 500 years later, for the kerkraad
resolved not just to accept but to frame
the letter and mount it in the konsistorie
(Uytenbogaardt Papers. Meeting of the
kerkraad 6 Dec 1965). The realisation of
the building as designed was now in sight.
In collaboration with the consultant
Udo Klop (Gedenkblad [vi]), the walls
were acoustically damped with a quilt of
fibreglass insulation sandwiched between
the outer stretcher-bonded imperial
bricks and a perforated inner skin. For
the latter Uytenbogaardt designed
panels with three courses of wire-cut
stack-bonded brickwork laid on edge,

alternating with a header course tied
back to the outer skin. Laying bricks on
edge exposed the three core holes and
wire-cut texture, and the stack-bonded
bricks had continuous open perpends,
the widths of which were determined by
the position of the panel (Fig 15).
Interestingly, in dealing with the
acoustic qualities of the auditorium
Uytenbogaardt mentioned neither floor
surfaces nor furniture. Timber strip
flooring on battens was chosen for the
floors covering the areas designated for
seating including the stalls on the gallery,
seating banks and nave, the konsistorie and
oppersaal. In the nave, this encompasses
the central aisle, coverage of which
reached to the dais where the nagmaal
table and font would be accommodated
when not in storage in the two rooms
beneath the seating banks. In all other
areas the concrete floors were merely
polished, carpeted today.
The principal items of furniture in
any church are the pews and those at
Welkom-Wes follow the precedent of
Ronchamp. The pew ends are of
concrete and, consistent with the design
of the baldachin and lectern, have a split
down the centre, which in the unequal
heights distinguishes backrest from seat.
A timber rail inserted in the split provides
the basis for the seat, while the backrest
consists of an angled plank which at its
rear accommodates holders, alternatively
for hymn books and communion glasses.
This basis was then adjusted for the
stepped circumstances of the bleachers
and galleries, with raked profiles to the
pew ends and a dedicated rail for book
and glass holders. Heating was later
affixed to the side of the timber rails and
the seats were given cushions (Fig 16).

“LET THE ROOM INSIDE BE THE
ARCHITECTURE OUTSIDE”

16
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But for the oppersaal the building is
windowless, and the wall surfaces of
flush-jointed facebrick or concrete cast
on smooth formwork with chamfers to all
edges, render the exterior a fortress, even
more solid than Wright’s prototype.
Uytenbogaardt had taken Wright’s
desiderata “Let the room inside be
the architecture outside” (McCarter,
2005: 79) a step further in that the
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solid exterior provided a foil to the
luminous interior conceived as the
‘soul’, much like Kahn’s Unitarian
church. Yet, as Theron explained, the
“articulation of circulation elements
and the modulation of the elevations
bears a strong resemblance” to Unity
Temple (CREDO, Oct 1969).
What one should bear in mind is that
at Unity Temple the stepped geometry
of the exterior corners was achieved first
by resorting to a subterfuge, namely the
high parapet walls which conceal the
pitched roof of the auditorium, then by
the pronounced cantilevers of the slabs
to the clerestory lighting, and finally in
the corner stair towers. The last stand
free, sliced away from the mass of the
building by full height slit windows
to produce sharp shadow lines, and all
these elements were unified in concrete.
At Welkom-Wes, the equivalents
are the castellated brick panels to the
roof monitors, slit in the inside corners
(Fig 17), those of the clerestory monitors
to the galleries, and the stair towers of
concrete, and unlike Unity Temple, all
forms are simplified, without copings.
However, not content with slit
windows to produce sharp shadow
lines to articulate the staircase towers,
Uytenbogaardt exaggerated the junctions
and treated the forms of the stair towers
and the cloisters as discrete parallel
elements, the deep crevices of which
must have presented a considerable
problem during construction and remain
permanently inaccessible. What is more,
this stepped corner assembly is the basis
for rainwater disposal.
If the aesthetics were an affront,
continuous leaking must have shaken
the faith of even the most devout
parishioners. Clipped eaves to the roofs of
the four clerestory monitors, and shallow
box gutters to drain both the water from
those roofs and the roof of the nave, is
hardly responsive to the thunder and
hailstorm prone northern Free State. The
box gutters discharge onto the square
roofs of the interior corner columns
before running down the four external
corners of the auditorium by way of
upright concrete channels to reach the
roofs of the stair towers. The clerestory
monitors to the galleries were subjected

17
16 NGK Welkom-Wes. Seating in nave and gallery with construction details (Uytenbogaardt Papers).
17 Drainage details, NGK Welkom-Wes. Clockwise from top left: General view from north-east; Plan
detail of a recessed open corner channel (Uytenbogaardt Papers); Square roof of two auditorium
corner columns shaped as a sump; Clerestory monitors to auditorium roof; Clerestory monitor on a
side gallery showing bend to the box gutter; Details of built-in stormwater pipes (Uytenbogaardt
Papers); View from the roof of the oppersaal towards the monitor of the eastern gallery showing
various waterproofing attempts; Drainage by way of recessed open corner channels on the exterior
of the auditorium.

to similar detailing, exacerbated by the
bends to the box gutters to negotiate the
side walls before discharging onto the
roofs of the same stair towers. Below this
level, unlike Kahn, Uytenbogaardt opted
not to conceal services in ducts but had
downpipes built-in (Fig 17).
In an attempt at dealing with lekkasie
(incessant leakage), the eaves to the
clerestory roofs were extended and
the monitor windows permanently
sealed at the cost of natural ventilation,

but an option currently mooted is to
cover the whole of the complex with a
new roof! What is urgently needed is a
revisit of the drainage principles and a
willingness to infuse any amendments
with today’s technological advances and
Uytenbogaardt’s original intentions.

CONTRA MUNDUM
After 19 months, virtually double the
anticipated construction time, and
although still incomplete, the building

18

19
18 NGK Welkom-Wes. The three pipe racks
of the Schaffrath organ at the back of the
choir stalls.
19 NGK Welkom-Wes. The rebuilt interior wall in
an open stretcher bond.

was consecrated on the weekend of 4–5
December 1965.
Having achieved the milestone of an
own place of worship, one would think
that the focus would then fall on renewing
the spirituality of the congregation, but
the sustained pressure over the two
years had taken its toll. We read that
after bearing the brunt of carrying on
construction, only two months later, on 13
February 1966, [het] ds. Minnaar demissie
ontvang (was honourably discharged)
(Gedenkblad [xi]). There was no other
congregation; in fact he abandoned his
pastoral calling altogether. Minnaar spent
three months’ sabbatical leave in USAxiii
before assuming the position of secretary
for evangelisation in the NGK in SuidwesAfrikaxiv, now Namibia (Gedenkblad [xi]),
one of the furthest places he could
have moved to within the reach of the
denomination.
It took seven months before a successor
could be installed on 25 September
1966 who inherited the incomplete
development together with the debt then
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 4 4 |4 5

standing at R84 000, but which escalated
to R94 000 by April 1967 [Gedenkblad
[xii]). Things were made no easier when
in the same year the Afrikaans weekly
family magazine Huisgenoot (10 Feb,
pp28–29) hurled brickbats such as ‘atomic
energy institute, abattoir, grain store, or
perhaps a fire station’ at its forbidding
exterior but, despite the challenges,
the Schaffrath organ, already ordered in
October 1964, could be commissioned in
June 1968 (Fig 18). It was built in Pretoria
with three pipe racks fitted in series
against the back wall of the gallery within
the space designed for their purpose,
which as Minnaar reminisced, presented
the organ builders with a considerable
challenge (Die arme orrelbouers kry swaar
met de afskeepruimte wat argitekte aan hulle
bied om die orrel in te pas) (Gedenkblad [vi]).
Amazingly, by the end of 1972 the full
debt had been repaid (Gedenkboek [xiii]),
but only a few years later in December
1976 the church was struck by an
earthquake. While the superstructure
remained unscathed, interior walls
collapsed and services again had to be
held at a nearby school hall. To boot, the
insurance policy did not cover earthquake
damage. The lowest quote was accepted
incurring costs of a further R41 000
excluding the removal and rebuilding of
the organ. However, by October 1977 the
church was back in use [Gedenkblad [xvxvi]). In restoring the internal perforated
wall, the pattern of stacked bricks on
edge was rebuilt in an open stretcher
bond, which while different, conserved
the integrity of Uytenbogaardt’s design
within the alternating header courses
(Fig 19).
It must also have been during this time

that changes were made to the liturgical
centre. Perhaps to better accommodate
the communion table, the lectern which
was in any case an unusual element in a
church of the NGK as already pointed
out, was demolished and the dais
extended to the seating banks. Makeshift ramps for the disabled were added
in the cloisters for access to the nave and
in 1989–90 a community hall was built on
Heide Laan to the south of the church
(by architects Aitchison & Rossouw)
presenting no challenge to the sculptural
massing of the church.

THE PRESENT
Although key design features were
anticipated by Wright’s Unity Temple and
Kahn’s Unitarian church at Rochester, the
metamorphosis by Uytenbogaardt is an
original and highly expressive resolution
of many of the central challenges, both
practical and aesthetic, still confronting
church architecture today. What is more,
Welkom-Wes is an advance on Unity
Temple on at least three counts. Access
from the cloisters to the nave is direct
and not from the depth of a “corridor” in
a semi-basement, the nave and the single
level of galleries form a spatial continuum
by way of the seating banks for ouderlinge
and diakens, and the choice of overhead
lighting by way of shafts based on
Rochester excludes glare and blinding
light associated with clerestory windows.
But the environmental performance of
the building remains its challenge.
Apart from ongoing waterproofing
expenses and discomfort in summer
and winter, fortunately the current
congregation only has to read “uit
vertellings blyk dit dat die kerkraad met die
hele bouprogram baie probleme ondervind
het” (stories are told about the many
problems the kerkraad experienced
during construction) (Gedenkboek[xi]).
But, apart from the kerkraad, WelkomWes was a steep learning curve for
Minnaar and Uytenbogaardt and it is
probably not unfair to say it represents
a dark side in each of their careers.
For the 25th anniversary of the congregation in 1988, Minnaar contributed
with facts to the Gedenkblad, but it was
two years later before Uytenbogaardt
in his Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture
delivered in Bloemfontein, felt obliged

In this instance that might just happen,
taking into account the perception
of the current congregation and the
architectural profession’s long-standing
fascination and interest in Welkom-Wes.
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ENDNOTES
i
Tenders varied from R67 784 to R81 000
(Gedenkblad [ix]).
ii
W De W Hartman, Kroonstad; Leon Roodt,
Welkom; and Uytenbogaardt & Pelser, Cape
Town (Gedenkblad [ix]).
iii
Simultaneously with two other South
Africans, WO Meyer and Ian Marshall who
graduated from the master class of Louis Kahn.
iv
The identity of Pelser, the reasons for the
formation of the practice and the choice of
practice style could not be established.
v
Uytenbogaardt was not the only Kahn
graduate to draw on precedents of Wright.
For the rectory at RAU (unexecuted project,

1968), WO Meyer chose a centrifugal cruciform
plan, a plan type associated with Wright, and in
particular with Wingspread, the house designed
for Herbert Johnson of Johnson Wax, north
of Racine, Wisconsin, 1937-8, which Meyer
conceded as the progenitor. See Peters, W (Rand
Afrikaans) University of Johannesburg, Kingsway
Campus. Architecture SA, September/October
2011, p57.
vi
This position is unusual. At Unity Temple
the organ pipes complete the backdrop of the
liturgical centre as was the case in older churches
of the NGK. Alternatively a side wall or rear
gallery, but it is known that an organ can better
complement singing if placed within sight and
more central to the worshipping community,
possibly the reasoning of Uytenbogaardt.
vii
Made possible by the development of
construction in reinforced concrete. It should
be noted that due to heaving clay, the church
at Welkom-Wes was founded on piles, and the
engineers, Kantey & Templer, Cape Town, even
appointed supervising engineers in Welkom,
SS Mostert & Ptnrs “as the structure is rather
intricate” (UCT Uytenbogaardt Papers. Letter of
14 May 1964).
viii
The date, 31st October, marks the beginning
of the protestant Reformation in 1517 and is
commemorated by reformed churches annually
(SESA).
ix
Personal communication, Minnaar to Kotze.
x
This is a reference to the Book of Revelation
21:6 ‘I am the Alpha and the Omega, the
Beginning and the End’.
xi
A photograph of the panel was kindly made
available by Kobus du Preez, University of the
Free State.
xii
It is known that Uytenbogaadt suffered from
dyslexia.
xiii
Letter, quantity surveyor Slingsby to Minnaar,
dated 24 Jan 1966. “Roelof has told me of
the wonderful opportunity you have [been]
offered to go on this American trip” (UCT
Uytenbogaardt Papers). This ‘trip’ was, in
fact, an opportunity for Minnaar to undergo a
mentorship with evangelist Dr Billy Graham,
sponsored by Uytenbogaardt himself (personal
communication, Minnaar to Kotze).
xiv
With a significant increase of members after
World War II, the NGK in what was considered
South Africa’s ‘fifth Province’, now Namibia,
constituted itself as an independent synod in
1957 with Secretariats for mission, poverty-relief
and evangelisation based in Windhoek (SESA,
1974, Vol 10, p193).
xv
A copy of the handwritten manuscript headed
‘Sophia Gray 1990’ is held by Kotze.
xvi
Related by Kotze, who also recalls that
Uytenbogaardt expressed the wish to visit the
church once more, a wish which remained
unfulfilled due to his untimely death in 1998.
Walter Peters is Professor of Architecture at the
University of the Free State and Visiting Professor at
the University of the Witwatersrand. Paul Kotze, a
Professor in the School of Architecture & Planning at
the University of the Witwatersrand, studied Urban
Design under Uytenbogaardt with whom he developed
a life-long friendship.
This work is based upon research supported by the
National Research Foundation. Any opinions, findings
and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this
material are those of the author and therefore the NRF
does not accept any liability in regard thereto.
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to speak about his iconic work as it lay
in that Provincexv. He placed WelkomWes in the company of not only Wright’s
Unity Temple but also San Vitale in
Ravenna, San Lorenzo in Milan and
Santa Maria di Carceri in Prato. All of
these buildings are similar in that they
have centralised plans in which the main
space is ‘wrapped’ in several layers and
top-lit to create an inwardly-focussed and
tranquil space. Furthermore, he spoke
at length about the continuities of architectural principles across time and
space and placed Welkom-Wes in what
was for him the realm of ‘timelessness
in architecture’, the title given to his
lecture, and consistent with the position he took throughout his career in
architectural and urban issues.
Whether Minnaar ever returned to
pastoral work, let alone to construction,
could not be established, but Uytenbogaardt’s work continued to court
controversy, none more so than over
the Werdmuller Centre in Claremont,
Cape Town, 1973.
While architects and students of
Architecture might form the largest
contingent of admirers of the extremely
bold step of Minnaar and Uytenbogaardt
in realising a monumental design situated
on the border between architecture and
sculpture for a conservative congregation
in a mining town, Welkom-Wes is one of
only three surviving NGK congregations
of the ten once there. Of course this
could be associated with the difficulty
of disposing of a building without
obvious church symbolism, but it was
also interesting to learn that fifty years
after its design, given the many points of
access and entry including descending
from the konsistorie, the sacral space has
been discovered as a venue of choice for
conducting wedding ceremonies and,
with that, perhaps, the beginning of a
new appreciation entirely.
Uytenbogaardt recalled that he was
aware during the design and construction
of Welkom-Wes that he could during his
career be involved with either a single
church or with manyxvi. As it turned out,
this was his only church, making it even
more remarkable in his substantial œuvre.
He also said that for truly exceptional
creations, “time took willing detours”
(allegedly adapted from Walt Whitman).

RED LOCATION LIBRARY AND ARCHIVE,
PORT ELIZABETH
BY MIKE LOUW
ARCHITECTS: NOERO WOLFF ARCHITECTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH JOHN BLAIR ARCHITECTS

Rob Duker

LOUIS KAHN used to say that a room is
not a room without natural light. He also
liked to say that light is the energy that
brings space to life.
Few architects take the time or
have the inclination to design and
develop door or window details that
capture this spirit. The clerestory
window below demonstrates how

seemingly simple individual elements
create a whole that is greater than
the sum of its parts. In South Africa,
tight budgets and the sometimes
limited availability of skills can be
challenging, but they also create an
opportunity for unique architectural
expression. The saw-tooth roof profile
of this building allows the openings

to admit south light, while the louvre
system has been carefully modulated
to prevent any direct sunlight from
entering the library. Galvanised steel
sections combined with aluminium,
polycarbonate sheeting and insulation
panels create a light roof plane that is
delicately placed onto the off-shutter
concrete supporting structure.
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BY NIC COETZER
IN CASE YOU didn’t know, vampires
sleep under bridges. Justin Cronin’s epic
The Passage finds such terrifying creatures
hanging out in the shade provided by
this most banal urban infrastructure, safe
from the sun in the shadow of design. For
humans – and billy goats – bridges seem
to be scary places, places for vampires
to sleep under and trolls to hide in wait.
As part of our spatial ontology, bridges
constitute the shadowy underside, the
hidden. The passage over a bridge must
best feel firm underfoot, but this firmness
necessarily hides what lies underneath.
It’s a contradiction that wrestles the psyche until trolls and vampires ooze out
from the firm ground under us, grabbing
at our feet.
But there is another explanation as to
our general trepidation when it comes to
the underside of bridges and that is a fear
of the indigent and itinerant, travellers
and hobos. Bridges are often the temporary homes of those who declare – or
find themselves – outside the boundaries
of property and residence that define so
much of the current essence, comfort
and niceties of society. But it is more
than their marginal status that disturbs,
it is their appropriation, or rather, misuse,
of the infrastructure of society that brings
out the angry troll in us. One of the unintended consequences of bridges is the
usefulness of their underside, of the shelter that they provide from the sun and
the rain. In a capitalist society, bridges are
places for people of no property.
Our cities are full of ‘shadows of design’ – those accidental consequences of
an intended use. Park benches and bus

stops are obvious other examples where
homeless people might find some shelter
or rest. But unintended inhabitation can
also take hold in non-human ways, from
birds nesting in eaves to moss clinging to
a shadowy wall.
Cape Town has a legendary accident of
design that casts its shadow large across
the cityscape namely, the elevated – and
enticingly incomplete – foreshore freeways. The windswept wasteland created
by these massive structures is so hostile
that they give shelter only to buses and
cars rather than humans – or did people
at one stage manage to live in the massive hollowed box-section underslinging
the roadway itself? The image of destitute shadowy figures crawling into the
belly of the endless rumble of wealth
above is deeply disturbing, like desperate lives crammed in the guts of a slave
galleon.
But there is another kind of ‘shadow
of design’ that emerges more rarely and
that is when things that are terrifying –
in their relentless engineering logic or
anti-human intent – gain an accidental
aesthetic charge. They become, in short,
extraordinarily beautiful. Edward Burtynskys The Manufactured Landscape contains numerous examples of landscapes
that are truly sublime – beautiful and
terrifying at the same time.
These two ideas of the ‘the shadow
of design’ come together under one
of the cut-off ends of Cape Town’s
foreshore freeways. Until recently,
homeless people had been living under
this spectacular and jagged memorial to
1960s traffic engineering, a world away

from the innumerable TV ads shot on
top that admonish to buy, buy, buy. Here
the once derelict landscape has been
transformed into a multitude of carefully
and beautifully positioned spiky stones
– a suitably eerie arrangement of stelea
in the drive to evict trolls and stab-out
vampires. Can we take pleasure in the
beauty of this newest landscape of the
city knowing its aggressive origins?
Of course, all around the world cities
have been trying to evict the homeless
and design out the ‘shadow of design’
from their public spaces and infrastructure. Bus stop and park benches used
to be the temporary homes for dozing
tramps, but these days they sport interrupting armrests and the benches are
carefully sloped to spill a sleepy human
back onto the street.
Australian architect Sean Godsell has
proposed alternative visions for public
infrastructure that accommodates homeless people as seen in his ‘Park Bench
House’ and ‘Bus Bench House’. Conceptual artist Sarah Ross’s radical ‘Archisuits’
make the point in a sillier way. Perhaps
Godsell’s ideas are the luxury of a society
that has eradicated enough of the disparities of wealth that its ‘homeless’ problem
can be tackled through upgraded park
and bus benches, instead of needing to
build millions of houses.
Interestingly, the City of Cape Town
recently decided to engage UCT’s
Faculty of Engineering and the Built
Environment to ‘finish the freeways’ –
whatever that might mean. What will
inhabit the shadow that the ‘solution’
will cast?
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UNDER THE
BRIDGE:
THE SHADOWS
OF DESIGN

THE FUTURE IS GREEN
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BY ANDRIES SAMUEL
IN A REVIEW I wrote for this magazine
on 10+ Years 100+ Buildings – Architecture
in a Democratic South Africa (edited by
Professor Ora Joubert and published
by Bell-Roberts), one of my comments
related to the apparent lack of inclusion
of commercial architecture in the book.
Within the architectural profession,
the concept of buildings as vehicles
to produce a return on investment
is outwardly frowned upon. It is not
something precise, where a line can be
drawn, but sides can definitely be taken
if one would deem it worth the effort.
This is part of the cycle of carelessness
and neglect, as one may also put it,
with which parts of the profession
find themselves bogged down. It is
more like a weight – there is no active
debate or engagement around it – and
so it becomes a dead weight, mostly
dragged along until it knocks into
somebody’s shins, causing a bit of
grumbling and apology and then being
dragged along further.
Commercial architecture does not
feature in the book, in the sense that it
does not ‘headline’ to the same extent as
other areas of architectural production,
such as public buildings and the elusive
dream house. Public buildings are
rightly considered essential in the built
environment. They recall Kahn’s ideas
on the ‘institutions of man’, and how
these places are inhabited not only by
people, but also by their brilliant ideas
and concerns.
The other type of building that is
prominent in the book is the private
residence. On the internet, in journals,
on television, everywhere that it would
be possible to draw the public into the
discourse around the built environment
and the concerns of design and placeARCHITECTUR E | SA 5 1|

Although this ‘dream house’ does address public concern, it is not as crucial as in a commercial building.

making, the elite private residence takes
centre stage.
Since no objective overview of the
entire media world can be taken, I have
used the editorial decisions made in the
book as a calibration of attitudes towards
commercial architecture, within the
narrow world of academic publishing in
South Africa. Commercial architecture
is mostly seen as lacking in care; the
context, environment, heritage, the
public, the end user, are all ostensibly
dominated by the greed of the developer.
The public, and architects who take
a public stand, have little faith in or
empathy with developers and the
architects in their service.
In turn, public interest and professional
concerns become hassles for architects
working commercially, instead of

engendering the due consideration that
architects are trained to give in highly
complex situations.
There is a large amount of fluidity in
these situations and surely one shouldn’t
generalise. The causes of this fluidity
are varied – a major one being the reality
that most architects will do some, if not
most of their work, in a commercial environment, where being too principled
with a client can cost them work.
Another concern I have returns to
care and consideration, and how it is
related to effect. Whether the beautifully
crafted house is a floating box perched
on a rantjie overlooking Johannesburg
or is terraced into the boulders along
the glitter of the Atlantic Seaboard,
do the designers of these buildings
address public concerns?
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CAREFUL, CONSIDERATE,
COMMERCIAL

Commercial buildings in a city centre which do not address the public realm.

Legally, heritage, environmental
and energy concerns can no longer be
ignored and there is significant public
interest here; yet they are no less
‘forced’ upon a private or a public client
than on a commercial one. But whose
public concern is addressed when a
house is built for one of South Africa’s
richest men by one of the country’s top
design firms?
When a commercial architect fails to
take due care and consideration in the city
centre, in a historic street, with a multistorey building with a large footprint,
whose public concern is violated? I
would argue that it is many times more
crucial, almost exclusively so, to ensure
that these buildings are designed and
constructed in an environment where the
teams that produce them are engaged
publicly around issues that affect the
built environment.
The question of self-interest comes
to mind here, and perhaps a comparison
made between the industries of media
and architecture would be useful. It is
supposed that the media makes use of
the provision for freedom of speech to
report what is useful and newsworthy.
ARCHITECTU R E | SA 5 2 |

New public spaces made by new commercial buildings
(A and P Smithson, Economist buildings).

As an industry, it regulates itself and
the determination of newsworthiness
is made as a process in which many
divergent voices and interests are drawn
in. The self-regulation is in its own
commercial interest to ward off attempts
at censorship and government control
because the loss of freedom of speech
would hurt its business. Therefore it is
in its commercial self-interest to be a
champion for public interest.
A lack of self-regulation and
championing public interest in
architecture is a sign of carelessness
and neglect in the entire industry.
The industry itself might be versatile
enough to forge ahead regardless, but
the public might become disillusioned
to the extent that heavy-handed
attempts at correction will take
place, as they have already, which
we are not always able to control.
There is also a far more insidious effect
of an industry divided by neglect.
Architects are continually lowered
in the esteem that those outside of the
industry have for them. This is not about
projecting power or spin-doctoring one’s
importance. When developers and even

fellow professionals start regarding
architects as a necessary evil, concerned
with ‘lookability’ and not with substance,
the blame must be borne by us. This
is what we are projecting – that we are
haughty, image conscious and not careful
about the way we engage with all the
aspects of what constitutes our work.
Self-interest is not the best reason to
care about others. We do it because we
are dependent on one another to build
our communities and make our societies
function. We have vested interests in
one another. We have many voices and
we are intelligent enough to try and
make very complex situations bear fruit.
Those of us who work in fields that
have a fundamental impact on the
places where human beings dwell, body
and soul, have a duty to take care to
engage with the full extent of the design
problem, no matter how clamorous the
conflicts are – and if one concern is
making money for the client, this is
no more or less a consideration than
any other.
A city must live with its wounds and in
time grow scar tissue around them – we
don’t get to just build a new one.
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